Rugby Adverbs

Now that you know how to use adverbs to create perfect sentences you can choose the best adverbs to complete the sentences below. When you have finished, write your own perfect sentences about rugby. Make sure that they are interesting to read.

1) The captains looked ________________ at each other before the game had started and walked ___________ away from each other.

2) The ball was kicked ___________ through the posts to add three more points to the scoreboard.

3) The players waited ___________ for the referee’s decision.

4) The members of the Shed asked ___________ for Nick Wood to sign their shirts for them.

5) The Bath player left the field ___________ after being shown a yellow card by the referee.

6) Olly Morgan ran ___________ with the ball towards the try line.

7) Andy Hazel tackled ___________ throughout the game to help Gloucester win again.

8) The coach talked to his team ________________ in the changing room, making sure that the other team could not hear the tactics.

9) As the ball came back down ___________ from high in the sky, the scrum half caught it ________________.

10) The Gloucester backline passed the ball ___________ until Sinbad received the ball and scored a try in the corner ___________.

11) Once you have filled in all the adverbs, have a go at writing your own rugby sentences using the perfect sentence structure!